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Scattering by grooves of arbitrary profile on cylindrical
surfaces
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Abstract. A generalizedmode-matchingmethodis developedto study the scattering
propertiesof conductingcylinderswith periodic groovesof arbitrary crosssection.
Reflection matrices

are derived to reduce the number of unknowns.

This method

is

illustrated by studying three types of periodic grooveswith dielectricfilling on a cylindrical
surface. Radar crosssectionsby an incident TE wave are obtained, and the effects of
frequency,grooveprofile, groovedepth, and filling permittivity are analyzed.

e! al. [1993]analyzedthe scatteringby a cylinder

1. Introduction

with slots coated by lossy materials.

Scatteringby planar periodicalstructureshasbeen
studied extensivelywith either one-dimensionalprofiles[Penget al., 1975;Zaki andNeureuther,1971]or
two-dimensional
profiles[Jin and Volakis,1993].Floquet modes are incorporated to transform the original problem to that of a unit cell, which is then
solvedby using a mode-matchingmethod or a finite
elementscheme[Jin and Volakis,1993].
The scatteringby singleor multiplegrooves(cavities) on a ground plane has been studied as canonical problems. Asvestasand Kleinman [1994] derived a formulation to study the scattering by an

Scattering by cylinderswith noncircularcrosssection has attracted the interest of many researchers.

Cabayanand Murphy [1973]applied a perturbation
method to study the scattering of a perfectly conducting circular cylinder with slight roughness.Boag

et al. [1993]usedfictitiouspatch currentsto model
the scattering by a doubly periodic nonplanar sur-

face. Sarabandiand Ulaby[1991]studied the scattering from corrugated stratified dielectric cylinders.
The rough bark layer of trees is modeled as multiple
grooves and is shown to reduce the radar crosssection of the trees.

indentedscreen. Schiavoneet al. [1993] analyzed

In this paper a mode-matchingmethod is formuthe scattering of a finite beamwidth incident wave by lated where the fields in each groove are expanded
multiple groovesby using a mode-matchingmethod. in terms of the standing wave basis functions. The
Impedance boundary condition has also been used azimuthally periodic boundary condition is impleto solve the scattering problem by a dielectric-filled mented implicitly. The field distribution is detertrough [Goggansand Shumper•,1991]. Finite ele- mined by matching the tangential field components
ment methods and their variants are suitable to anon the interface between each groove and the outer
alyze grooveswith arbitrary crosssection[Ramahi region. Since the continuity of tangential fields is
and Mitlra, 1991].
imposed on multiple surfaceswithin each groove,the
Similar techniquescan be applied to the cylindrical internal resonanceissueencountered in typical cavity
geometries.HoppeandSamii [1994]studiedthe scat- scattering problems can be avoided, although withtering of plane wavesby a dielectric-coatedcylinder out proof.
by using a higher order impedanceboundary condition. Rulf[1992] analyzedthe scatteringby sectored 2. Formulation
cylindersby using a mode-matching method. Colak

In Figure1 weshowa perfectly
conducting
cylinderwithperiodic
grooves
onitssurface.
Thegrooves
Copyright
1997bytheAmerican
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Union. canbecategorized
aswedge,
cavity,
andcracktypes
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according
to the curvature
of theirboundary
contour,whichcanbe approximated
by a zigzagcurve
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consisting of radial segments and concentric arcs.
The zigzag curve is defined such that each groove
can be divided into N layers with the lower and upper boundariesof layer (œ)located at p = at and
p: al-•, respectively. Assuming that there are P
grooveson the surface, the angular span of the œth

+

(1)

layer of the pth grooveis qbpt_<•b_<•bpt+ 0t where
•bpt- (p + 1/2)2•r/P- 0t/2. A plane wavewith its whereSpt(•) is a vectorconsisting
of the sinusoidal
magnetic field parallel to the cylinder axis is incident
basisfunctions;•pt and•pt arethe vectorsconsisting
in the direction of & cosc• + •sin c•. Hence the TEz
and Jt(ktp), Jt(ktp),
modes(H polarization) are excited in each groove of the expansioncoefficients;
_

and in region (0). The Hz and E• componentsin

•l)(k/p),and
•x)'(ktp)
arediagonal
matrices
con-

the œthlayer of the pth groove can be expressedas

sisting of the Bessel functions or their derivatives.
Explicitly,

[Kong,1990;Harrington,1993]

Y

(a)

(b)

Figure 1. Periodicgrooveprofiles' (a) wedgeprofile,(b) cavity profile,(c) crackprofile,
and (d) partitioningof a grooveinto layers.Hatchingrepresents
dielectricfilling.
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(5)

From (3) and (5), a recursiveformulafor calculating
=!

the reflection matrices Rnt is obtained

with vt - •r/0t. Note that the time conventionof
e-iwt is assumed.

Define a reflectionmatrix Rnt at p - at suchthat

SinceEpN4 -- 0 at p- aN, we have /i•nN -- -I. At
the interfacebetweenlayers(œ)and (œ+ 1), wehave

{

elsewhere

0,

wheref•p(t+•)- {•p(t+2)< 4 < •p(t+l) q-0/+1},
0 <__p __<P-1

and I _< œ <_ N-1.
Substitute
the field expressionsin (1) into (2), take the inner
productof $pt(c•)with the resultingequation,then
integrateoverqYt_• q5_<qSpt
q-Otto have
_

The fieldsin region(0) can be expressedas

(ktat) . Rnt ß

--

[•"!

-- Fit+let(t+1)' Jt+l(kt+lat)

Ht+•(kt+•az)
q•,(1)' . Rn(t+i)
=t ] 'Sp(t+l)
•

(a)

_

- (Spt(•)
•(t+•)(•)) and
where
Ct(g+l)

(6)

where•o(q•- c•)is a vectorcontaining
elements
{i" exp[in(•b- a)]} with -oo < n < oo. Ko(kop)is
a vectorcontainingelements
{K,,(kop)_}with K _

Similarly, the tangential magneticfield acrossthe interface p- at is continuous;that is,

Hptz- Hp(t+l)z,
where 0 < p < P-

0 e •p(t+l)

1,1 < œ < N-

_

J or K - J', and -oo < n < oo. Ko(kop) is a
diagonalmatrix with diagonalelements{K,(kop)}

(4) whereK-

1. Substitute

the field expressions
in (1) into (4), take the inner

then integrateoverqbp(t+l)
< qb< qbp(t+•)
+ 0t+l to

(•)', and-oo< n< oo.

At p - a the continuity of tangential electric fields
gives

product
of •g'p(t+•)(qb)
withtheresulting
equation,
have

H © or K-H

Eo4
-{•'p10,
•b
6f•pl,
0_•
p_•
P-1
0,

elsewhere

(7)
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If the plane wave is incident upon a smooth circular cylinder with radius a, the reflection coefficients

reduceto [Harrington,1993]

to have

J'•(koa)

•r•- -Zn(1),(koa
)

•}oZo
•;(koa)
q-J•r•
1 (koa)'
]•0
P-1

(11)

Oncethe scatteringcoefficient
vector/•0 is obtained, the bistatic radar crosssection can be cal-

p=0

culated

+Z(1
=1)(kla)
• ' /•nl
=l]'ø:pl
_

as

(8)

2•rplHd•l
•

where
4

- = 2•r
1o•••,,1
+0•
•lp
½71
Similarly, the tangential magnetic field acrossp-

a

is continuous' that is,

H0z - %1z,

{b6 f•pl,0 _<p _<P- i

(9)

Substitute the field expressions
in (1) and (6)into

y• /• exp[in(½
- c•)- i•r/4]

where the secondequality is obtained by using the
conventionalstationaryphaseapproximation[Kong,
1990]whichacceleratesthe far fieldcomputationand
was useful when computers were not as fast as they
are today.

(9),taketheinnerproduaof22•,(•)withtheresulting equation,then integrateover•pl < • < •pl + 01
to have

3.

---[),:]Cla
)•-g(11)(kla).
kip.Ill
.•pl

(10)

The unknown coefficient vector rio can be solvedfrom

(8) and (10) to be

-

2=

rl0 =

ß

---t =(1)'

' 21(kla)-4•r(ll)(kla
)-i

•0 p=O
(•la).

ß[Yl
(kla)qg(11)(kla)
ßhtnl]
=t

.Ap
. &(koa)
}

and

Discussions

Three types of grooveprofilesas shownin Figure 1
are considered:wedge, cavity, and crack profile. The
groove contour of the wedge profile has an infinite

radiusof curvature,and that of the cavity (crack)
profilehas a negative(positive)radiusof curvature
measured from the cylinder axis. They can be depicted as

Wedge
profile
pO-aOo(p-pø)
(_,a •ty profile

pO- aOo
-- /90

Crack
profilepO- aOoP
- Po (12)
a -- Do

=t =(1) }

ßAp-H 0 (koa)

ß

Results

where po _<p _<a, 0 is the azimuthal angle span of
the grooveat p and 0o is the azimuthal angle span
of the groove at p = a.
Each profile in (12) is approximatedby a staircase as shown in Figure l d. First determine the
azimuthalangle span of the outer boundary(0) in
eachlayer, then determine the radial distanceof that

outerboundary(p) by solving(12) to have
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Wedge
profile
P-aOo
-(apo)O
.(Oo/O)
Cavity
profileP- 2(a
- po)[.(0o/0)

15.5

-

-

Crack
profilep- po+ 0-•
2a
0(apo)
2

+(a- po) •

4a2 + 0oa

• •4
13.5

t

By proper choice of the progressiveangular spans,
only the Bessel and Hankel functions of integer orders are involved, which are less complicated than
those with noninteger orders. For example, the angular span of a cylinder with four groovesis chosen

13
12.5
12

11.5 -

to be a'/(i + 1) in region(i).
Figure 2 shows the bistatic radar crosssection
(RCS) of a cylinder with four wedgegrooves.Since
no results are available in the literattire for cylindrical structures with grooves,we compare the RCS of
cylinderscarrying very shallow grooveswith that of

a smoothcylinder usingthe coefficients
in (11). It

a (deg.)
Figure 3.
Effects of profile and profile depth on
the backscatteringcrosssectionof a circular cylinder

with four grooves,koa: 2•r, and e! = Co:solidline,
wedge profile, po = 0.5a; dashed line, wedge profile, po = 0.75a; solid line with circles,cavity profile,
po = 0.5a; dashed line with circles, cavity profile,
po = 0.75a; solid line with asterisks, crack profile,
Po = 0.5a; dashed line with asterisks,crack profile,
po = 0.75a.
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is observedthat the bistatic RCS with ,oo- 0.99a
approachesthat of the smooth cylinder as expected.
The forward scattering RCS with different ,Oo'Sare
relatively closeto one another. When po is reduced
to 0.75a, the RCS in the directions550 _• •b_• 3050
are significantly different from those of the other
three configurations.
In Figtire 3 we show the backscatteringRCS of
a cylinder with different grooveprofilesand profile
depths. For the wedge profile with ,oo - 0.5a the
RCS decreases from the maximum of 15.30 dB at
a - 0 to the minimum of 13.03 dB around a - 300
and then increases to 14.19 dB at a - 45 ø. For the

concaveprofile the RCS decreasesfrom 14.08 dB at
c• - 0 to the minimum of 13.63 dB around a - 25ø,

Figure 2. Effectsof groovedepth on the bistatic and then increases to the maximtim of 14.42 dB at
radar crosssection of a circular cylinder with four c• - 45ø. For the crack profile the RCS decreases

wedgegrooves,
koa = 2•r, c•= 0, and•! = •o: solid

from the maximum

of 15.48 dB to the minimum

of

line, Po= a; dashedline, Po = 0.99a; dashed-dotted 12.55 dB around c• - 300, and then increasesto 12.88
line, po= 0.95a; dashedline with circles,po = 0.75a. dB at c• - 450. The cavity profile has the lowest
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opposite to those of the other two profiles. With

e! - 2Cothe RCS increases
to the maximumaround
c•- 30ø, and then decreases.With e! - 4Cothe RCS

17

decreases with

c•.

Figure 6 showsthe effectsof groovenumber on the
RCS. For the wedgeprofile with P - 4 the RCS first

16

decreases with

c• until

c•-

20 ø then increases to the

maximum of 17.09 dB at c• - 45ø. For the same pro-

file with P- 6 (P - 8) the RCS increases
with a to
themaximumof 18.22dB (16.42dB) arounda - 30ø
(c•- 25ø), and then decreases.The RCS curvesof
12-

1o
o

i

i

i

i

10

20

30

40

ct (deg.)
Effects of filling permittivity on the
Figure 4.
backscatteringcrosssectionof a circular cylinder with
four wedgegrooves, koa = 2•r, and po: 0.75a: solid

line, e! - Co;dashedline, e! - 2Co;dashed-dotted
line, e! = 4Co.

the crack profile have a trend similar to those of the
wedgeprofile. For the cavity profile the RCS curves
with P - 4 and P -- 6 have similar shape. The RCS
curve with P - 8 has a fiat region in 15ø _• c• _• 30ø.
The maximum RCSs of the crack profile with three
different groove numbers are about the same and is
the lowest among all three profiles.
Figure7 showsthe RCS at threefrequencies
(koa 4•, 2•, and •). At low frequencythe RCS of the

wedgegroovesis larger (smaller)than that of crack
(cavity) groovesat all incidentangles.At the other
19

maximum RCS and RCS variation range, while the
crackprofile has the highestmaximum RCS and RCS
variation range. At po - 0.75a the RCS curves of
all the three profiles have similar slopes. The cavity profile has the highest maximtim RCS, while the
crackprofile has the lowestmaximum RCS; both occur when the incident wave faces the profile hill at
In Figure 4 we showthe effectof filling permittivity

on the RCS of a wedgegroove.When e! - eo, the
RCS decreases
with increasing(•. When e! - 2Co,
the RCS decreaseswith c• within 0 _<c• _< 20ø, and
then increases

to the maximum

at c• -

45 ø .

13

12

The

minimumRCS with e! - 2eois evenhigherthan the
maximumRCS with •! - •o. As e! is increasedto
4co,the RCS variation range becomesas wide as 6.39
dB with the maximum occurring around r•- 35ø.
Figure 5 showsthe effectsof filling permittivity on
the RCS of the other two profiles. The RCS curvesof

the crackprofilewith e! - eoand e! - 2Colooksimilar to those of the wedgeprofile. But the RCS varia-

tion rangeof the crackprofilewith e! - 4cois about
2.77 dB, which is less than half of that of the wedge

profile. As for the cavity profile with e! - 2Coand
e! - 4Co,the curvesof RCS versusa have a trend

11
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Figure 5.
Effects of filling permittivity on the
backscatteringcrosssectionof a circularcylinderwith
four grooves,koa ----2•r, and Po = 0.75a: solid line,

cavity profile, e! : Co;dashedline, cavity profile,
e!: 2Co;dashed-dotted
line, cavityprofile,e!: 4co;
solidline with circles,crackprofile,e! - Co;dashed
line with circles,crack profile, e! = 2co; dasheddottedline with circles,crackprofile, e! - 4Co.
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two frequenciesthe ranking of RCS with different
profiles dependson the incident angle. Intuitively,
the backscatteringRCS at a high frequencyis supposedto be larger than that at a low frequency.However, for the cavity profile the RCS at koa - 27r is
larger than that at koa - 47r when 12o _< ct _< 38o.
For the crack profile the RCS at koa- 27ris larger
than that at koa-

SURFACES
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4•r when ct < 8ø.

4. Conclusions

14

A mode-matchingmethod has been developedto
calculatethe radar crosssectionof perfectly conduct-

ing cylinderswith arbitrary periodicgrooves.Reflection matrices are definedat layer interfacesto reduce

12[

,..
.,••..,•..
,

-

the number of unknowns. The effects of profile type

(wedge,cavity, and crack),filling permittivity, profile depth, groovenumber, and frequencyon the RCS

ct (deg.)

have been obtained to demonstrate this approach.

Figure 7. Effectsof frequencyon the backscatteringcrosssectionof a circularcylinderwith four
grooves,
Po= 0.75a,and e! = 2%: solidline with
circles,wedgeprofile, koa = 47r;solidline, wedge
profile,koa = 2•r; solidline with asterisks,wedge
profile,koa= 7r;dashedline with circles,cavityprofile, koa = 47r;dashedline, cavity profile, koa = 27r;

19

18

17

dashed line with asterisks, cavity profile, koa: •r;
dashed-dottedline with circles,crack profile, koa =

47r;dashed-dotted
line,crackprofile,koa= 27r;dash-

16

ed-dotted line with asterisks,crack profile, koa = •r.
15
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